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CS500™ Series

Plantronics legendary CS family is setting a new wireless standard for desk phone
communication with the CS500™ Series, which features the lightest DECT™ headset
on the market, a new streamlined design and improved performance. Go mobile and
multi-task up to 350 feet from your desk with answer, end and mute controls at your
fingertips. And no matter what your preference, with three wearing choices there's one
to match your personal style. Enjoy the sleek contemporary design of the new system,
premium wideband audio quality and wireless mobility, all with the same reliability for
hands-free productivity that has made the CS family a best seller for nearly a decade.
With the new CS500 Series we are raising the bar once again for desk phone headset
systems.
Features:


Gain mobility: multitask, hands-free up to 350 feet



Use with Electronic Hookswitch Cable or Handset Lifter to remotely answer/end calls



Audio controls volume/mute at your fingertips



Adaptive power system optimizes for range and talk time



Voice-dedicated DECT™ technology eliminates Wi-Fi interference



Advanced wideband audio using CAT-iq technology enables clearer conversations



Choose narrowband mode to preserve talk time or wideband mode for clearer conversations



Elegant magnetic headset docking (CS540, CS530)



Noise-canceling microphone filters out background noise



Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural voice sound



SoundGuard® technology protects against audio spikes



Conference in up to three additional CS500 or Savi headsets for enhanced collaboration



New headsets can subscribe to a base by simply docking the headset



Auto answer option lets you answer/end calls by removing/replacing the headset from the base



Up to 9 hours talk time on a single charge (CS510/CS520)



Up to 6 hours of talk time on a single charge (CS530)



Backed by Plantronics industry-leading global service and support
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Savi® 700 Series

Enjoy wireless freedom while seamlessly managing PC, mobile and desk phone calls
with a single intelligent headset system.
The Savi® 700 series is changing the way productivity-focused office professionals
communicate. With three-way connectivity, easily manage and switch between PC,
desk phone, and now mobile calls from a single wireless headset. With a new
convertible headset we've added the lightest DECT™ headset on the market to our
suite of wearing styles so you can choose the one that's best for you. Optimized for
Unified Communications, the system automatically updates your status to "busy" on PC,
mobile and even desk phone calls so colleagues can see your availability. This
intelligent system combines best-in-class sound quality, hands-free mobility and hours
of talk time for ultimate efficiency. Once you experience a Savi 700 headset system
you'll wonder how you ever lived without it.
*With supported softphones. Plantronics software is required.
The Savi 700 Series is available in two versions:


UC standard version supporting one-touch call control with softphones and UC applications
from Cisco®, Avaya®, Microsoft®,IBM®, Skype® and more



Microsoft-certified version optimized for Microsoft® Lync 2010 and Microsoft® OCS 2007

Features:


Three-way connectivity lets you easily switch and mix audio between PC, mobile and desk
phones with one intelligent, wireless headset system



Ideal for office professionals who use multiple devices and require best-in-class sound quality
for their business communications



Choose the style that's right for you with more wearing style choices than any other wireless
headset system on the market



With one-touch call answer/end, vol+/-, mute and flash, manage calls from any connected
device up to 350 feet from the charging base



Automatically routes mobile calls to the mobile phone or headset - whichever device is within
easy reach



Transfer audio between headset and mobile phone with a press of a button so you can leave
the office and take the mobile call with you



Adaptive power system optimizes for range and talk time by automatically downshifting to low
power when the headset is close to the base to save battery life and maximize density



Collaborate between colleagues no matter which device you call them on with the ability to
mix/conference audio between any two phone devices



Conference in up to three additional Savi headsets for improved call efficiency and guest
headsets can even continue through multiple calls



DECT™ technology provides best-in-class audio and eliminates interference from Wi-Fi
networks



Advanced wideband audio using CAT-iq technology for high definition voice quality
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Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise interruptions, ensuring great audio
quality and easing listener fatigue



Enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural voice sound, delivering clear
audio the way it's intended to be heard



SoundGuard® technology ensures listening comfort and acoustic limiting for protection
against audio spikes



IT deployment for the Savi 700 Series is supported through the Plantronics UC Toolkit
resources, including best practices and off-the-shelf training for simplified deployment

With Plantronics software get the added value of:


Headset answer/end/mute/flash control across multiple softphones



UC presence automatically updated when on a call; not only on PC calls, but also when on
mobile or desk phone calls



Battery meter conveniently displays headset battery life remaining in PC icon tray



Headset control panel allows for customization of settings, including call notification and
related options
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